
INTERNSHIP REPORT ON BANK ASIA LTD

With great pleasure I am presenting my Internship report on the topic â€œActivities of General. Banking: An overview of
Bank Asia Limitedâ€•.

Assigned job will not be easily understood, there will be complex mathematical problem. As the banking
service is competitive day by day any bank need a powerful HR to move in a smooth way to survive or do
well in the business. Over five lakh taka high value , the cheque clearing time is after 3. Bank guarantees are,
however, issued to cover situation of non-performance whereas documentary credits are issued on behalf of
the buyer to cover situation of performance, i. To override this, the permission of the Branch Manager has to
be taken. This is the way to understand the working environment of some good organization. So in case of
information transmittal bankers of this dept must have to be sure that this is the right person to know the
information. From account opening to LC payment, I learned those complex things very easily via practical
workings. Though the Asian economic crisis began few years back and it is some how tackled today but the 11
September incident aggravated the disorder in the economic infrastructure of our country. Here the customer
have to fill the pay order form with amount of money along with bank charge and VAT and mention the name
to whom it will be payable. Shortly forwarding letter is kind of notification to LC issuing bank from Bank
Asia. When the pages are finished it contains a page of requisition. If any credit or advance is classified as Bad
and Loss, imposition of interest on that account will be suspended forthwith. Renewal of credit facilities If the
loans are renewed, the appraisal process has to be carried out again in order for applicant to once again avail of
the loan. Eligibility: Minimum income: Debt burden ratio based For salaried individual, minimum service
length of 1 year and must be a confirmed employee. Loan amount Tk. Loan against trust receipt LTR : This is
also a post- import finance facility awarded to retire import bills directly or under PAD as the case may be. So
all information was only noted by code number. I also learned about different banking terms such as: AD
branch code, dollar code, international country code etc. If any classified credit or any part thereof is
recovered i. Before this I had no idea about how a LC is opened and goods are exported which are financed by
bank. This is the rule of Bangladesh Bank. Monitoring Monitoring of advances accounts is carried out on a
regular basis by the branch.


